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 Corporation of the university and attached 
schools  

- How can university support school teachers? 
     
 Develop  new  curriculum  of  “Theory  of  Physical  
Education”     

 - 3hours/year (junior high-s.)   
 - 6hours/year(high-s.) 

Research Interest 
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Junior high-school 
 Diversity of sport and physical activity 
 Effects of sports and physical activity for development of 

body and mind, and safe education 
 

 Significance of sport in culture  
   - cultural meaning and role of international sports convention 
   - cultural role of international sport convention, including   
     Olympic Games 

 
 
 

Theory of Physical Education in National 
curriculum   
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High-school 
 History of sport, cultural characteristics of modern sport 
  - Olympic movement and doping 
  - learning about Olympic movement as a example of international     
    friendship, and modern sport contributed to world peace  
  - learning about doping, go against the spilt of fair play  
 
 Effective study method of physical activity and sport 
 Designing method of quality lifelong sport 

Theory of Physical Education in National 
curriculum   
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 Objectives:  Study about the Olympics held in Japan and consider the 
relationship between Japan and the Olympics.  Enable students to think 
about the relationship in the future. 

 Contents 
  Olympics held in Japan. TOKYO 1964 
     Athletes who successfully  particiapted  
     in those Olympics. 
  The Olympic Legacy around your daily life 
  Winter Olympics held in Japan. 
      Sapporo 1972, Nagano 1998  
  Olympic Bid Activities 

 

Lesson Plan ②  
Japan and the Olympics 
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  Objectives: Learn about the ancient Olympics and what has been 
handed down to the present to have students think about the ideal form 
of the modern Olympics. 

 Contents 
  Origins of the ancient Olympics 
    Events at the ancient Olympics 
  - Stadion, Pankration, Chariot racing,  
  Race in armor, Pentathlon, and others 
    Prizes Awarded to the Winners 
    Legacies Handed down from Ancient 
  Times to the Present 
   (1) Theories of peace 
   (2) Praise of the Olympics and its athletes 
   (3) Efforts to prevent unfairness 

 

Lesson Plan ③ 
Ancient Olympic Games 
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 Objectives： Understands the relationship between the Olympics and 
fair play and think about fair play.  Enables students to utilize the spirit 
of fair play not only in sports but in their day-to-day lives. 
 

 Contents 
  What is fair play?: Competing openly and  
   aboveboard in accordance with the set rules. 
  Anti-Doping 
   Current anti-doping activities—WADA Code 
   Applying the Spirit of Fair Play in Day-to-Day  
  Activities 

 

Lesson Plan ④ 
The Olympics and Fair Play  
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 “Excellence（卓越）”,”Respect（尊敬）”,”Friendship（友情）” 
 
 Objectives: Learn about 3 Olympic values.  
   Enable the students to think about the applying of them. 
 Contents 
  What  are  the  ”Olympic  Values”:  Role  Model 
   The Last-man Standing： 
    The story of short truck ice-skating.  
  Albertville 1992 
 Think about Olympic values from  
 interviews of 6 Olympians. 
“What  were  changed  on  your  life  by  Olympic  games  appearance?” 

Lesson Plan ⑤  Olympic Values 
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 We  made  the  lesson  plans  of  “Olympic  games”. 
 Strategy for future development 
 1）Experiential learning : practical contents introduction 
  ex. Long jump and Javelin throw of Ancient Olympics 
       2011 ：Ancient Javelin throw, Standing Jump  
              The winners got Olive and Laurel crown.  
  2）Opportunities  for  the  presentation  of  students’  reports. 
    
    3）Collaboration among subjects 
        ex) History, Geography, Physics, Language, Housecraft, Art 
   2012：shared lesson plans with History    

 

Outcomes and problems of the first year 
2010 
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 1st：What are the Olympic Games? 
 2nd：Japan and the Olympic Games 
 3rd：Ancient Olympic Games – Theories 
 4th： Ancient Olympic Games –  
         Experiential learning 
             Long Jump with weight and 
     Javelin throw 
 5th：Olympic Values  
           “Excellence”,  ”Respect”, 
    “Friendship” 

 

Lesson  Plan  ‘2011 
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 Long Jump with weight and Javelin throw 
 

 Objectives : Combining with theories and experiential learning 
 
 Contents 
  Long Jump(standing jump) with weight  
  →comparison between with weight and  
        without weight 
 
 Javelin throw by Ancient grip style 
 Conferral of olive leaf crown for the winner 
    

 
 

Lesson plan④ Ancient Olympic Games – 
Experiential learning 
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Compare with normal and ancient style 
on one example 

Fig.1 Standing Jump (normal)-without weight 

Fig.2 Standing Jump (ancient) -with weight 
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 Collaboration closely with other subject (History). 
    World History 
  ：learn about the ancient period in same term with the theory of Physical 

Education 
 
 Shared lesson plans among the subjects. 

 
 Devise ways to collaborating  
  among another subjects 

 

The new effort in 2012 
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 New  contents  “environment  and  Olympic” 
 objectives: understanding  the relationship between 

the Olympics and environment 
   - Sustainable development 

 
 Feedback and Discussion after experiential  
    learning of ancient Olympic events 

In this year 2013 
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 Promote this activities to other schools. 
 

 Collaborate widely with more subjects. 
 

 Make new lesson plans   
   - doping, Paralympics etc. 

 
 Develop of systemized  curriculum from  
    elementary to high-school 

 
 

 

Future steps and challenges 
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Thank you for your attention  
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